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ABSTRACT
This study answers the following question: How does social media affect political
polarization. It was posited that social media may be the mechanism by which the general
public has transformed from Fiorina’s non-polarized public to Abramowitz’s polarized
public because social media lowers the bar for political engagement and the law of group
polarization allows for social media users’ views to become more extreme. Based on
Arceneaux and Johnson’s study on political polarization and television, my study was
conducted to test the hypotheses that viewing congruent content on social media leads
one’s views to become more extreme than viewing non-political social media content and
viewing incongruent content on social media leads one’s views to stay the same as or
become more extreme than viewing non-political social media content. In reality,
viewing congruent social media content did not cause views to become more extreme,
and viewing incongruent social media content caused views to become less extreme. This
led to the theoretically important finding that the law of group polarization may not apply
to social media, but three other concepts do apply: (1) pressure to conform, (2) motivated
reasoning, and (3) perception of threat. Practically, campaigns most likely will not be
able to make individuals become more extreme in their views, but, if they are able to
show really concentrated content, may be able to make individuals become less extreme
in their views. Overall, even though it is in the opposite way of my theory, this study does
demonstrate that social media is changing politics through likes and tweets.
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The 112th Congress was … the most polarized body since the end of Reconstruction,
according to one study, and I grew embarrassed by its partisan bickering, inactivity, and
refusal to address the vital challenges facing America.
–Olympia Snowe, United States Senator, Maine, 1995-2012
With these words, Senator Snowe accurately characterized the large amount of
polarization currently found among the United States’s politically elite and active
citizens. While political scientists agree that those actively involved in politics are
polarized, there has been an ongoing debate on whether the general public is polarized.
Fiorina calls the polarization of America and consequent culture war a myth (Fiorina,
Abrams, & Pope, 2005), whereas Abramowitz believes that a great ideological and
cultural divide has polarized the general public (Abramowitz, 2013). Although both
Fiorina and Abramowitz have tried to win this debate by supporting their arguments with
many pieces of evidence, including the media’s role in polarization, one specific aspect
that they have not looked at is the role of social media.
Just like the television, radio, and Internet blogs that have preceded social media,
it is possible that social media also has certain media effects, especially in regard to
polarization. Furthermore, since the beginning of the 21st century, social media has been
growing exponentially, making its media effects more widespread across the general
public. Most notably, the year 2006 saw the beginnings of the two current social media
giants, with Facebook expanding its membership to “anyone over age 13” and Twitter
being launched (Curtis, 2013). Currently, approximately 39% of United States citizens
are exposed to political content through social media (Rutledge, 2013; Raine, Smith,
Schlozman, Brady, & Verba, 2012). Hence, this paper addresses the question: How does
social media affect political polarization? Not only does this investigation help to explain
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the media effects caused by social media, specifically as it pertains to political
polarization, but this new data also helps to resolve the ongoing debate between Fiorina
and Abramowitz. Furthermore, there is practical relevance in knowing the effects of
social media on political polarization for how candidates and their campaigns appeal to
the general public and especially how they interact with potential voters on social media.
POLITICAL POLARIZATION AND THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media has affected many aspects of society, including political
polarization, which concerns the division in politics between two groups, namely those
who lean to the left and usually identify as liberal and Democratic and those who lean to
the right and usually identify as conservative and Republican, whose members hold
different, and most often conflicting, beliefs about political, social, and economic issues.
Political polarization is driven by the two sides becoming more extreme in their views.
Scholars agree that polarization has been occurring in the United States. As Cost
observes, “the core debate is not over if, but how much” polarization is occurring.
Though scholars agree that the politically elite, including those who hold political offices
and party activists, are polarized, there has been an ongoing debate concerning the level
of polarization in the general public. From this debate, two competing sides have clearly
emerged. One side is led by Fiorina and believes that elite polarization, but not mass
polarization, has been occurring in American society. The other side, led by Abramowitz,
contends that both elite and mass polarization exist in American society (Cost, 2009).
Fiorina – Against Mass Polarization
Fiorina and other scholars who believe in elite, but not mass, polarization believe
that the electorate of the present looks strikingly similar to the electorate of the previous
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generation. In fact, since the 1970s, the distribution of ideology in the United States has
remained consistent, with ‘moderate’ remaining the modal category for almost all of this
time period. Furthermore, attitudes on most issues, just like in the past, cluster in the
center rather than towards the extremes. Hence, the electorate has not changed in the
aggregate, and a normal distribution remains an accurate characterization of the general
public’s political views. Instead of becoming polarized, the general public has actually
become better sorted. In the past, ideology and partisanship were not synonymous with
each other. Not only were there liberal Democrats and conservative Republicans, but
there were also conservative Democrats and liberal Republicans. Over the past
generation, individuals whose ideology conflicted with the issue positions taken by their
party either changed their ideology or party affiliation so that they would be consistent or
died out of the electorate and were replaced by voters whose ideology and party
affiliation were consistent. Now, the general public is better sorted so that Democrats are
more homogeneously liberal and Republicans are more homogeneously conservative.
Hence, the consistency, not the extremeness, of the American public’s political views
has increased.
Thus, according to Fiorina, overall, the American public is not polarized.
However, Fiorina argues that some scholars and individuals believe in mass polarization
because they misinterpret political occurrences and data and confuse sorting with
polarization. Because sorting has created a public in which most Democrats are liberals
and most Republicans are conservatives, the ideology and viewpoints of the average
Democrat and the average Republican have moved farther apart. However, this is a result
of the increased consistency between ideology and party affiliation and not increased
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extremeness of viewpoints. In fact, the political views of the American electorate still
approximate a normal curve with most individuals in the center, instead of a U-shaped
curve that would be expected if individuals’ views had become more extreme and moved
towards the poles. The only difference between today and a generation ago is that today,
almost all Democrats fall to the left of center and all Republicans fall to the right of
center, unlike a generation ago when Democrats and Republicans were found on both
sides of the ideology distribution. Additionally, the political candidates and issue
positions from which the electorate can choose have become increasingly polarized and
more extreme. Because of sorting, almost all conservatives are closer to extreme
Republican candidates and issue positions, and almost all liberals are closer to extreme
Democratic candidates and issue positions. However, it is important to note that the
public itself is not polarized. Instead, the political candidates, who are members of the
political elite, and the issue positions, which are formed by the political elite, are
polarized, and because a sorted public must choose between these two extremes, the
public’s viewpoints have appeared to become more extreme even though they have
remained consistent over time (Fiorina, 2014; Fiorina & Abrams, 2014; Fiorina, Abrams,
& Pope, 2005).
Abramowitz – For Mass Polarization
Abramowitz and other scholars believe that the general public, especially those
who are politically engaged in activities such as voting, donating, and attending rallies,
has become increasingly polarized because of the major transformation of the American
population since the 1960s in which there has emerged a deepening divide between
different racial groups, as well as between the religious observant and the religious non-
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observant. Inequality between racial groups still exists in the United States, and the worse
conditions, including higher unemployment, poorer education and job opportunities,
lower incomes, and discrimination, experienced by non-Whites leads them to affiliate
with the Democratic Party, whose policies are more favorable to them than the
Republican Party’s policies. Additionally, the issue of race also divides Whites, as those
who support racial liberalism tend to identify with the Democratic Party and those who
do not support racial liberalism tend to identify with the Republican Party. Furthermore,
the population is further divided into subgroups by social and cultural issues, including
the issue of abortion leading to a deep divide among Caucasians between those who are
pro-choice and those who are pro-life. These deep divisions in the general public lead
individuals to shift their views more towards the extreme, thus diminishing the
percentage of the electorate in the middle of the distribution. In essence, the center of the
American public is vanishing as individuals on both sides of deep divisions in society
become more extreme in their views and find it more difficult to understand each other.
Although the increased sorting of individuals with particular demographic
characteristics into the same party could account for the increased distance between the
average Democrat and the average Republican, this increased Democratic-Republican
gap is not the only change to the distribution of the electorate. In addition, the standard
deviation of the distribution has also increased as the Democratic-Republican gap has
increased, providing evidence that individuals truly are moving away from the center and
more towards the poles. In fact, those among the general public who are the most
politically engaged actually create a U-shaped distribution in which most individuals can
be found at the extremes and the least number of individuals can be found at the center.
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Furthermore, this polarization is not the result of a centrist public being forced to choose
between two extreme candidates or issue positions. If this were the case, individuals
would react similarly towards candidates and positions found on the extreme left of the
distribution and candidates and positions found on the extreme right of the distribution, as
these would be approximately equidistant away from the center of the distribution, which
is where a majority of a centrist public would be located. However, this is not true, as
individuals tend to rate one candidate or issue position significantly better than the other
candidate or issue position. Hence, it appears that the general public has become more
extreme in their political positions, and this is supported by the fact that the ideology and
viewpoints of Democratic and Republican voters have increasingly moved closer to the
ideology and viewpoints of their respective parties since the 1970s (Abramowitz, 2013a;
2013b; 2014; Abramowitz & Saunders, 2008).
The Effect of Social Media on Political Polarization
These two competing sides, led by Fiorina and Abramowitz, first and foremost
disagree on the issue of mass polarization. However, driving this disagreement about
mass polarization is their disagreement over whether sorting exists independent of
polarization (Figures 1A and 1B) and if the politically elite truly represent the views of
the mass public or just force them to choose between two extreme candidates and
positions that do not represent them (Figures 2A and 2B).
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Figure 1A: Sorting Independent of Polarization - Fiorina

Figure 1B: Sorting with Polarization - Abramowitz
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Figure 2A: Polarized Choices (not representative) – Fiorina

Figure 2B: Polarized Choices (representative) - Abramowitz

Although both sides of the debate are well researched and supported by evidence, they
cannot both be fully correct. Furthermore, the rise of social media in the last decade has
greatly impacted society, including political polarization. Hence, a third explanation of
political polarization in American society which takes into account social media’s
profound influence and attempts to referee between Fiorina’s and Abramowitz’s positions
on mass polarization is necessary to fully understand political polarization in the twentyfirst century.
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First, while Fiorina believes sorting has happened without polarization,
Abramowitz uses evidence of an increasing standard deviation of the distribution of the
public’s views to support his claim that sorting has led to polarization. While Fiorina is
probably correct that sorting in itself does not cause individuals’ views to become more
extreme, Abramowitz is most likely correct that sorting will eventually lead to
polarization because these individuals will probably interact with each other within their
sorted groups. As Sunstein notes, according to the law of group polarization, when
individuals interact in groups with others who share the same viewpoints, each
individual’s viewpoints will become more extreme (Sunstein, 1999). Because sorting by
definition puts individuals who share the same viewpoints into homogenous groups,
individuals’ viewpoints will become more extreme if they interact within these groups.
Although individuals had opportunities in the past, including political rallies and
caucuses, to interact with others who shared the same viewpoints, social media has
increased individuals’ ability to interact in homogeneous groups by allowing them to
communicate with each other more easily. Now, individuals no longer need to meet in
person but instead can interact in a virtual world where individuals, even if they live far
apart from each other, can interact any time of day.
Additionally, there is evidence that political information that is communicated
through social media is mostly viewed by those belonging to the same sorted group and
thus agree with the information. Conover et al, through studying “more than 250,000
tweets from the six weeks leading up to the 2010 U.S. congressional midterm elections,”
found that the network of retweets about political information is highly divided into those
who politically lean left and those who politically lean right, with little connectivity
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between the two groups (Conover et al., 2011). Furthermore, according to Prior, the way
in which social media suggests friends and content to users according to their previous
activity may further lead individuals to interact only with others with whom they share
similar views (Prior, 2013). Hence, as shown in Figure 3, although sorting by itself does
not lead to polarization, as Fiorina suggests, the interactions that occur in social media
with like-minded individuals allow sorting to lead to polarization, which corroborates
Abramowitz’s argument that sorting leads to polarization.
Figure 3: Sorting Leads to Polarization

Second, Fiorina is probably correct that the elite are more polarized than the
general public and present them with options that are more extreme than their views.
However, because of social media, the elite are less isolated from the general public than
they were in the past. Fiorina et al. found that in 2004 about 17-18 million people viewed
Fahrenheit 9/11, 15-16 million people listened to Rush Limbaugh within the last week,
and 3.3 million people watched Fox News (Fiorina, Abrams, & Pope, 2005). Although
these numbers are relatively high, they pale in comparison to the number of individuals
who are exposed to political content through social media. With the expansion of social
media, 198 million United States citizens now use Facebook and 49 million United States
citizens now use Twitter, which indicates that 62.63% of Americans use Facebook and
15.50% of Americans use Twitter (Yarow, 2014). More importantly, with the creation of
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numerous political pages and profiles on Facebook and Twitter, including those of
political parties, political figures, interest groups, news media, and United States citizens
who are interested in politics, it is estimated that just over 60% of social media users in
the United States are exposed to a variety of political news and stories through social
media, which translates to approximately 123 million United States citizens being
exposed to political content through social media (Rutledge, 2013; Raine, Smith,
Schlozman, Brady, & Verba, 2012). Furthermore, the political content to which citizens
are exposed often originates from social media accounts affiliated with the most elite
politicians. For example, as of 2014, Barack Obama, President of the United States of
America, and Mitt Romney, the Republican nominee for president in 2012, had the first
and third most-liked Facebook pages in the world, with Obama’s page having 43,381,798
likes, and Romney’s page having 11,344,443 likes (“Facebook Society Statistics,” 2014).
Hence, a significantly higher percentage of the general public is being exposed to elite
viewpoints than in the past. Even if most Americans just ‘like’ these pages and do not
read them, their politically engaged ‘friends’ and ‘followers’ might ‘share’ or ‘retweet’
these elite viewpoints. Because Americans often interact on social media with those who
share the same viewpoints, those with weaker views will probably become exposed to the
more extreme elite viewpoints with which they will be more likely to agree. Overtime,
being exposed repeatedly to these similar viewpoints will, as the law of group
polarization suggests, make those in the general public come to have more extreme
viewpoints. Thus, as shown in Figure 4, over time, although the views of the general
public started as less extreme than those of the political elites, as Fiorina suggests,
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because of social media, they may become more extreme so that they are accurately
represented by the political elites, just as Abramowitz suggests.
Figure 4: Polarized Choices Lead to Polarization

Although Fiorina is probably correct that sorting by itself will not lead to
polarization and the elite represent viewpoints that are more extreme than the general
public, the general public most likely resembles Abramowitz’s findings that the public,
especially those most engaged in politics, have become increasingly polarized because
social media has changed the way Americans interact with political content. Social media
seems to have lowered the threshold for what it means to be politically engaged, which
can be seen in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Social Media Lowering the Threshold
Before Social Media

After Social Media
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By strengthening the already existing divisions of a sorted public through connecting
individuals with like-minded ‘friends’ and ‘followers’ and allowing them to ‘share’ and
‘retweet’ political content, especially those posted by accounts associated with political
elites, social media has allowed more Americans to be exposed to political content today
than in the past. This important step is circled in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Social Media’s Role in Polarization

Although being exposed to political content through social media seems to be a very low
bar for being politically engaged, this form of political engagement has major
implications for the American public. The law of group polarization implies that these
individuals who are exposed to political content congruent with their views should
become increasingly extreme in their viewpoints. As Americans’ views become
increasingly extreme, then, by definition, the general public will become polarized.
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From this foundation, two main premises emerge: First, at the macro-level:
Premise 1: The more the American public uses social media, the more polarized
the American public will be.
Second, at the micro-level:
Premise 2: The more an American uses social media, the more extreme his or her
political views will be.
Premise 1
If social media has truly lowered the bar for political engagement and allowed the
general public to become increasingly polarized just like the politically elite have
become, then it follows that the more the American public uses social media, the more
polarized the American public will be.
Figure 7: Social Media Use from 2006 to 2013
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Figure 7 displays data collected from the Pew Research Center, “a nonpartisan fact tank
that informs the public about the issues, attitudes and trends shaping America and the
world” and conducts empirical social science research (“About the Pew Research
Center,” 2014). The graph provides an over-time look at the percentage of “online adults
[who] use a social networking site of some kind,” including but not limited to Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest (“Social Media Use Over Time,” 2014). Of course, this
measure of social media use as it pertains to political polarization is somewhat flawed
because some of these social media sites, such as Instagram and Pinterest, are not
conducive to viewing political content or having online discussions about politics.
However, many individuals who use these sites use their Facebook account to login, and
thus most of the individuals who are included as ‘using a social networking site’ most
likely have a Facebook, which, along with Twitter, are the social media sites that are the
most conducive to viewing and discussing political content. It is evident that social media
use in the United States has substantially increased since 2006 when social media sites
like Facebook and Twitter first started becoming used by the general public, with 16% of
adults using social media in 2006, 29% of adults using social media in 2008, 61% of
adults using social media in 2010, and 69% of adults using social media in 2012.
Just as it is expected based on Premise 1, as social media use in the United States
has increased from 2006 to 2012, the American public has become more polarized. This
increased polarization of the American public is based on the results of the General
Social Survey, which includes the following question: “We hear a lot of talk these days
about liberals and conservatives. I’m going to show you a seven-point scale on which the
political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal – point 1 – to
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extremely conservative – point 7. Where would you place yourself on this scale”
(“General Social Survey,” 2014)? More specifically, the scale was coded as: 1 =
extremely liberal, 2 = liberal, 3 = slightly liberal, 4 = moderate, 5 = slightly conservative,
6 = conservative, and 7 = extremely conservative. Thus, a score of 4 is the middle of the
distribution, with scores from 4 to 1 becoming increasingly liberal and scores from 4 to 7
becoming increasingly conservative. Although this ideology scale is ordinal data, most
scholars agree that “[it is] generally [acceptable] to take means … [of] ordinal data”
(Sauro, 2014). Thus, by taking the mean ideology score of the whole scale, the mean
ideology score of those who identify themselves as liberals, and the mean ideology score
of those who identify themselves as conservatives, it is evident that liberals and
conservatives have generally been moving further away from the middle of the ideology
distribution, thus increasing the gap between themselves. Figure 8 shows the percent of
social media use for 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2012, and Figure 9 shows the corresponding
ideology distribution for 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2012.
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Figure 8: Social Media Use in 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2012

Figure 9: Ideology Distribution in 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2012

In 2006 when social media use was at 16% of adults, the mean ideology score of
the whole 7-point scale was 4.12, with the average liberal scoring 1.80 points below at a
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mean ideology score of 2.32 and the average conservative scoring 1.57 points above at a
mean ideology score of 5.69. Thus, there was a gap of 3.37 points between the average
liberal and the average conservative. In 2008 when social media use increased to 29% of
adults, the mean ideology score of the whole 7-point scale was 4.11, and the average
liberal and the average conservative moved even further away from the middle of the
ideology scale and further apart from each other. The average liberal scored 2.29, which
was 1.83 points below the middle of 4.11, and the average conservative scored 5.70,
which was 1.59 points above the middle of 4.11, and the gap between the average liberal
and the average conservative increased to 3.41 points. In 2010 when social media use
increased dramatically to 61% of adults, the mean ideology score of the whole 7-piont
scale was 4.08. Although the gap between the average liberal and the mean of the whole
ideology scale decreased to 1.80, this was caused by the middle of the distribution
moving to the left and not by liberals becoming less extreme, as the average liberal did
become more extreme with an average score of 2.28. The average conservative also
became more extreme with an average score of 5.72, which was 1.64 points above the
middle of 4.08. Furthermore, the gap between the average liberal and the average
conservative increased to 3.44 points. Finally, in 2012 when social media use increased
slightly to 69% of adults, the mean ideology score of the whole 7-point scale was 4.06.
The average liberal became more extreme with an average score of 2.24, which was 1.82
points below the middle of 4.06. However, the average conservative became less extreme
with a score of 5.68, which was 1.62 points above the middle of 4.06. Still, the gap
between the average liberal and the average conservative stayed constant at 3.44, which
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is not that surprising since social media use only slightly increased between 2010
and 2012.
Overall, it appears that based on ideology scores, the American public became
more polarized from 2006 to 2012 as social media use increased, just as Premise 1
suggests. Yet, because this measure of political polarization only measures the distance
between two groups and not the standard deviation, it may initially appear that this
measure may confuse sorting with polarization. However, the key is that this measure of
political polarization is concerned with the difference between two ideologies rather than
two parties. Sorting becomes confused for polarization when the difference between
average members of the two parties increases over time because individuals’ ideologies
and parties become more consistent. As compared to the present, more people in the past
identified as a member of the party that had views that did not match their ideological
beliefs. For example, an individual may have identified as a Democrat even though he or
she was conservative. By examining the difference in ideology, which has been a more
accurate representation of how individuals behave than with which party they identify,
and by not including party affiliation into this measure, the likelihood of confusing
sorting with polarization is greatly diminished. Furthermore, Premise 2 discusses whether
individuals’ views actually become more extreme or if they just become more consistent
after using social media, which will help determine if the increased extremeness of the
average liberal and the average conservative’s ideology between 2006 and 2012 is
actually a result of polarization or if it is a result of sorting. Additionally, Premise 1 just
shows that social media use and political polarization co-vary, but Premise 2 discusses
whether social media actually causes increased polarization.
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Premise 2
If social media has truly lowered the bar for political engagement and allowed the
general public to become increasingly polarized just like the politically elite have
become, then it follows that the more an American uses social media, the more extreme
his or her political views will be. Although there has not been one study that specifically
investigates whether using social media can make one’s views more extreme, Arceneaux
and Johnson “[investigated] the effect of ideologically biased [television] news programs
on attitude polarization” (Arceneaux & Johnson, 2010). Their two main findings were:
(1) viewing political content congruent with one’s beliefs leads one to become more
extreme in one’s views, and (2) viewing political content incongruent with one’s beliefs
either has no effect or leads one to also become more extreme in one’s views (Arceneaux
& Johnson, 2010).
Their first finding fits with the idea that the law of group polarization applies not
only to when individuals interact with like-minded individuals in person, but also through
other mediums, such as television. Thus, if the law of group polarization applies to
watching television shows that include political content congruent with one’s beliefs, it
follows that it could also apply to reading social media posts that include political content
congruent with one’s beliefs.
The second finding can be explained by the fact that individuals who already have
an opinion on an issue do not listen to the opposing viewpoint with an open mind.
Instead, they either ignore the opposing viewpoint (and thus do not change their own
opinion) or look for weaknesses in the opposing viewpoint so that they believe more
strongly that their own opinion is correct (and thus become more extreme in their views).
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Hypotheses
Because Premise 1 is supported by the literature but Premise 2 is not directly
supported by the literature since no study directly examines whether reading social media
posts causes one to become more extreme in his or her views, it follows that this causal
mechanism between social media use and extremeness in views must be tested.
Furthermore, because Arceneaux and Johnson tested the causal mechanism between
watching television news programs and extremeness in opinions and because the same
causal mechanism should apply to both situations (both television news programs and
social media), then their findings can be used as a basis for my hypotheses. Hence, from
this foundation, two main hypothesis emerge:
H1: Those who view political content congruent with their beliefs on social media
will have a greater change in the extremeness of their views than those who view nonpolitical content on social media.
H2: Those who view political content incongruent with their beliefs on social
media will have a greater or equal change in the extremeness of their views than those
who view non-political content on social media.
RESEARCH DESIGN
To answer the question of how does social media affect political polarization and
test both hypotheses, research was conducted at Texas Christian University (TCU) during
the Spring 2015 semester. The main objective of this research was to determine the
plausibility of the theory that social media lowers the bar for political engagement by
allowing individuals to more easily interact in sorted, like-minded groups and more easily
be exposed to elite viewpoints consistent with their own, and this, through the law of
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group polarization, allows a sorted, non-polarized public to transform into a polarized
public whose viewpoints are accurately represented by polarized choices.
Because the main part of the theory that is not specifically supported by the
literature is the causal mechanism in the relationship between social media use and
extremeness of views, an experiment was conducted from March 24, 2015 to March 27,
2015 in five classes at TCU. Because this causal mechanism can be substantiated through
H1 and H2 both being supported, the experiment was designed to test H1 and H2. More
specifically, a pre-test/post-test experimental design was used in which participants’
views on a political issue, the Keystone XL Pipeline, were measured, three randomly
selected groups of participants were exposed to different levels of political content on
social media, the participants’ views on the Keystone XL Pipeline was measured again,
and then the changes in participants’ views were calculated.
Using an experimental design was vital for this research because experiments
allow researchers to determine causality, which was the primary goal of this research.
The ability of an experiment to help determine causality stems from the researcher’s
ability to control for factors other than the independent variable by either holding them
constant or accounting for them through random assignment of participants to treatment
conditions. Thus, the internal validity of the experiment is high. Conversely, TCU
students served as the units of analysis, and thus the external validity of the experiment is
low because TCU students are not representative of the American public.
There were 78 undergraduate TCU students who participated in this study.
Although these demographics were not specifically asked about participants, it can be
assumed since they were all undergraduate TCU students that most participants were
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between 18 and 22 years old and at least upper middle class. In regards to gender, about
37% (29) of the participants were male, and 63% (49) were female. As far as race, about
85% (66) of the participants identified as White, 10% (8) as Hispanic/Latino, 4% (3) as
African American/Black, and 1% (1) as something other than White, Hispanic/Latino,
African American/Black, Asian American or Pacific Islander, or Native American. For
ideology, about 45% (35) of the participants identified as conservatives, 27% (21) as
moderates, and 28% (22) as liberals. For party, about 47% (37) of the participants
identified as Republicans, 23% (18) as Independents, and 29% (23) as Democrats1. As far
as political knowledge, about 59% (46) of the participants believed that they were at least
somewhat well informed about politics and 41% (32) only a little informed or not at all
informed. Finally, about 23% (18) of the participants either had someone in their
immediate family (parents or siblings) who had worked in the oil industry or had worked
in the oil industry themselves, and 77% (60) did not.
However, there are no known reasons why the causal mechanism relating social
media use to more extreme political views in TCU students would not also apply to the
broader population of Americans. Furthermore, because, as stated earlier, data collected
from the Pew Research Center and the General Social Survey show evidence that social
media use and political polarization co-vary, if this experiment identifies a causal
mechanism at the micro-level in TCU students, it is very plausible that this casual
mechanism also applies to the broader population and is part of the explanation for why
social media use and political polarization co-vary. Also, the operationalization of the
variables and the method in which the experiment was conducted is discussed below in
detail so that the experiment can be repeated and its level of reliability can be determined.
1The percentages for party do not add to 100% because of rounding.
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Experiment
Dependent Variable – Change in Extremeness of Views
In the experiment, the dependent variable was ‘change in extremeness of views,’
the change in the participants’ views on the Keystone XL Pipeline as measured by
movement on a 101-point feeling thermometer from before to after they were exposed to
one of the levels of the independent variable. Scores between 0 and 49 inclusive represent
that the participants felt negatively about the Keystone XL Pipeline. Scores of 50
represent that the participants felt neither positively nor negatively Keystone XL Pipeline,
possibly because they were not informed about it and thus did not have an opinion about
it. Scores between 51 and 100 inclusive represent that the participants felt positively
about the Keystone XL Pipeline. This scale can be broken down into two sections, with
the middle score of 50 as the point between them. In the section of the scale that ranges
from 0 to 50, political views become more extreme as they move from 50 to 0. In the
section of the scale that ranges from 50 to 100, political views become more extreme as
they move from 50 to 100. The feeling thermometer is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Feeling Thermometer

In general, for participants who initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline with a
number other than 50 (and thus had an opinion about the Keystone XL Pipeline),
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movement away from 50 was coded as positive because political views became more
extreme, and movement toward 50 was coded as negative because political views became
less extreme. The one exception to this was participants whose views on the Keystone
XL Pipeline changed from positive to negative or from negative to positive. For these
participants, the movement of their rating of the Keystone XL Pipeline began as toward
50 and then changed to be away from 50; however, this was coded as negative because
the strength of their initial views became less extreme. For example, if a participant
initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline a 60 and then after receiving a treatment
condition rated the Keystone XL Pipeline a 10, even though his or her rating is now more
extreme, his or her initial positive opinion did not become more extreme. In fact, his or
her initial positive opinion became so much less extreme that he or she crossed over to
having a negative opinion about the Keystone XL Pipeline. For those who initially rated
the Keystone XL Pipeline a 50, they could only move away from 50. Thus, movement
away from 50 in the expected direction based on the treatment condition was coded as
positive, and movement away from 50 in the opposite of the expected direction based on
the treatment condition was coded as negative.
It is important to note that the dependent variable is ‘change in extremeness of
views,’ and not simply the extremeness of participants’ views. Although it may have
been simpler to have conducted a post-test only experiment and simply have seen
whether those who viewed political content on social media had more extreme views, this
design would not have accurately tested the hypotheses. Not only is this because the
phrase “change in extremeness of their views” is stated in H1 and H2, but also because
Premise 2, from which the hypotheses were formed, includes the phrase “the more
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extreme his or her political views will be.” This phrase does not refer to an American’s
extremeness of political views as compared to other Americans, but an American’s
extremeness of political views as compared to his or her prior political views before using
social media. The following scenario, shown in Figure 11, illustrates why measuring
‘change in extremeness of views’ is better than measuring ‘extremeness of views.’
Figure 11: Why ‘Change in Extremeness of Views’ is Necessary
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A participant’s views are initially a score of 60 and then move to a score of 80 after
viewing congruent content on social media. Another participant’s views are initially a
score of 90 and then stay a 90 after viewing entertainment content on social media. By
using ‘change in extremeness of views,’ the dependent variable accurately measures that
the participant who viewed congruent content on social media had his or her views
become more extreme, and the participant who viewed entertainment content on social
media did not have his or her views become more extreme. However, by using
‘extremeness of views,’ and thus also using a post-test only experimental design, the
dependent variable would show that the participant who viewed entertainment content on
social media has more extreme views. However, this participant’s more extreme views is
because he or she initially had more extreme views and not because social media failed to
have an impact on making the other participant’s views more extreme. Indeed, the
participant who viewed congruent content on social media did have his or her views
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become more extreme, but the dependent variable of ‘extremeness of views’ would not
detect this. Thus, the dependent variable of ‘change in extremeness of views’ was used.
Of course, this may have created a measurement error because participants’ views
that were initially extremely negative or positive about the Keystone XL Pipeline (i.e.
scores of 0 or 100, respectively) during the pre-test could not be measured as more
extreme during the post-test, even if these participants’ actual views did become more
extreme, because scores of 0 and 100 represent the limits of the measurement scale.
Hence, there could have been a floor and ceiling effect. However, measuring the change
in the extremeness of political views still appears to be the best measure, and about 87%
(68) of the participants fell within the range of 20 to 80 on the feeling thermometer,
allowing them the opportunity to become 20 points more extreme. Of the other 13% (10)
of participants, only 3% (2) were at the most extreme ratings, with both of these
participants initially rating the Keystone XL Pipeline a 100.
Independent Variable – Type of Content on Social Media
The independent variable was the type of content the participants viewed on
social media. There were three types of social media content: (1) a Twitter page and a
Facebook page with tweets and posts that were in favor of the Keystone XL Pipeline, (2)
a Twitter page and a Facebook page with tweets and posts that were against the Keystone
XL Pipeline, and (3) a Twitter page and a Facebook page with tweets and posts about
college basketball. Using these three types of social media content, two treatment
conditions and one control condition were created based on the treatment conditions and
control condition Arceneaux and Johnson used in their study of television news programs
and political polarization. In their study, participants were either exposed to news show
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congruent with their views (a liberal news show from MSNBC for liberals and a
conservative news show from FOX News for conservatives), a news show incongruent
with their views (a conservative news show from FOX News for liberals and a liberal
news show from MSNBC for conservatives), or, as a control, an entertainment show that
had a similar audience size to the political shows (Arceneaux & Johnson, 2010).
Similarly, in my experiment, participants who initially did not rate the Keystone XL
Pipeline a 50 were exposed to: (1) social media content congruent with their views (social
media content in favor of the Keystone XL Pipeline for participants who initially rated
the Keystone XL Pipeline above 50 and social media content against the Keystone XL
Pipeline for participants who initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline below 50), (2)
social media content incongruent with their views (social media content against the
Keystone XL Pipeline for participants who initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline
above 50 and social media content in favor of the Keystone XL Pipeline for participants
who initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline below 50), or, as a control, (3) social media
content that was entertainment (social media content about college basketball). However,
for participants who initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline a 50, they did not have an
overall opinion about the Keystone Pipeline (most likely because they were not informed
about the Keystone XL Pipeline), so the treatment conditions could not be social media
content that was either congruent or incongruent with their opinion. Thus, they still
viewed one of the three types of social media content, but instead of the conditions being
(1) congruent social media content, (2) incongruent social media content, and (3)
entertainment social media content, the three conditions were (1) social media content in
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favor of the Keystone XL Pipeline, (2) social media content against the Keystone XL
Pipeline, and (3) entertainment social media content.
The Keystone XL Pipeline was chosen as the topic for this experiment because at
the time of this study, it was a current political topic that was discussed regularly in the
news and on social media but was not extremely polarizing to the point of other issues
such as gun control and abortion. It is important that the Keystone XL Pipeline was a
current topic discussed regularly so that some participants would be sufficiently informed
to have views on it, which was vital for the treatment conditions of congruent social
media content and incongruent social media content to be applicable. Additionally, it was
important that the Keystone XL Pipeline was not extremely polarizing so that participants
were not fully set in their views, thus allowing their views to change in response to the
social media content. If, for example, an issue that has been extremely polarizing for a
long period of time such as gun control or abortion were used, then participants may not
have changed their views on these issues just because they are extremely set in their
beliefs for these particular issues and not because social media lacks the capability to
make individuals’ views more extreme. Of course, the fact that the Keystone XL Pipeline
was chosen as the topic because it was expected that participants’ views about it could be
changed should not be confused with the notion that the Keystone XL Pipeline was
chosen because it would be very easy to change participants’ views about it. The
Keystone XL Pipeline, although not extremely polarizing, does divide along party lines
fairly well, with Democrats generally being against it and Republicans generally being in
favor of it, and this, combined with the fact that it was regularly discussed in the news
during this study, means that participants who knew about it probably did have a set
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opinion on the issue. However, their opinions about the Keystone XL Pipeline were just
not as set as their opinions about gun control and abortion because the Keystone XL
Pipeline is a newer topic that does not yet invoke as intense opinions as gun control and
abortion. Lastly, the social media content about the Keystone XL Pipeline that was
chosen for the treatment conditions contained real tweets from Twitter and posts from
Facebook and were mostly opinion rather than simple facts about the Keystone XL
Pipeline. This is because on social media, where character-limited tweets and short posts
are the norm, concise opinions about a political issue are more common than long posts
that provide detailed information about a political issue. Furthermore, because the
objective of this study is to determine if social media causes individuals’ views to
become more extreme and not to determine if becoming more informed about an issue
causes individuals’ views to become more extreme, it is logical that the social media
content primarily included opinions instead of basic facts. As far as the entertainment
social media content, college basketball was chosen because it was also a current event
that was regularly discussed during the time of this study. Thus, just like how the
treatment and control conditions in Arceneaux and Johnson’s study had a similar level of
viewership, the treatment and control conditions in my study included topics that were
discussed at a similar rate.
Of course, with the control condition still consisting of exposure to social media,
it may appear that this goes against Premise 2, which includes the phrase ‘the more an
American uses social media.’ The reason for this discrepancy is that Premise 2 is based
on the idea that the more an American uses social media, the more likely he or she will be
exposed to political content through social media. Thus, the treatment group was exposed
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to political content on social media to determine the effect of seeing congruent and
incongruent political content on social media on the change in extremeness of political
views. Participants viewed social media in the control condition in order to make the
control condition as similar to the treatment conditions as possible in every respect except
for political content. This allows me to be more certain that being exposed to other
political views on social media and possibly the effects of group polarization are the true
cause of the change in extremeness of political views. If participants were given another
activity, such as just sitting silently for the same period of time while the other
participants assigned to the treatment conditions were viewing social media, this
difference in what participants in the control condition and treatment conditions were
doing (sitting silently vs. using social media) could have affected the accuracy of the
results of the experiment. For example, if sitting silently allowed individuals to reflect on
their views and possibly change them, then the experiment might incorrectly have shown
that viewing congruent and incongruent political content on social media does not lead to
an increase in extremeness of political views that is different than a naturally occurring
increase in extremeness of political views over the same time period. This would be
incorrect because the control condition would have introduced a new treatment, sitting
silently, and thus the control group could not have been used as a baseline with which to
compare the treatment conditions.
Methodology
The following process was followed for the experiment, which was conducted in
two parts on two different days. For Part 1, participants were asked to rate how they felt
about the Keystone XL Pipeline on a 101-point feeling thermometer from 0 to 100, which
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was labeled Rating 1. Next, participants were divided into two groups. Group 1 consisted
of the 41 participants who initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline with number that was
not 50 (and thus had an opinion on the Keystone XL Pipeline), and Group 2 consisted of
the 37 participants who initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline a 50 (and thus did not
have an opinion on the Keystone XL Pipeline). Then, the participants in Group 1 were
randomly assigned to receive either (1) congruent social media content, (2) incongruent
social media content, or (3) entertainment social media content, and the participants in
Group 2 were randomly assigned to receive either (1) social media content in favor of the
Keystone XL Pipeline, (2) social media content against the Keystone XL Pipeline, or (3)
entertainment social media content. Although Group 2 does not directly correspond to the
two hypotheses, splitting the participants into two groups was necessary because the
hypotheses, which are about viewing congruent and incongruent content, only make
sense for individuals who have an opinion on the issue. Furthermore, even though this
was not hypothesized about, Group 2 can be used to learn how ‘in favor’ and ‘against’
content on social media influence individuals who do not have an opinion on the issue,
which relates to the larger question of how does social media affect political polarization.
For each of the three conditions in both groups, the participant who had the highest
change in extremeness of views and the participant who had the lowest change in
extremeness of views were excluded from the data in order to try to eliminate any outliers
and thus more accurately test the hypotheses. Especially because the sample size of each
condition was only about 10-12 participants, outliers would have greatly affected the
results of the experiment and prevented an accurate test of the hypotheses. Two days after
Part 1 was conducted, Part 2 was conducted. Part 2 involved the participants viewing one
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of the three types of social media content, each of which consisted of print-outs of about
six pages of one Twitter feed and about five pages of one Facebook feed, for about 3
minutes. Participants were allowed to finish reading the social media content if they were
not finished after 3 minutes, but no participants needed more than 15 extra seconds.
Then, participants rated the Keystone XL Pipeline again on the same 101-point feeling
thermometer, which was labeled Rating 22. The change in the extremeness of their views
was then calculated. Finally, using the statistical software SPSS, for both Group 1 and
Group 2, an ANOVA and post-hoc t-tests were run to compare the means of change in
extremeness of views for the three conditions. A significance level of 0.05 was used for
the tests.
RESULTS
Figure 12 shows Rating 1 and Rating 2 for Group 1. In Figure 14, the blue dots
represent the mean rating of participants whose initial rating was below 50, and the red
dots represent the mean rating of participants whose initial rating was above 50. There
were more participants who rated the Keystone XL Pipeline above 50 than below 50, so
the red dots are larger than the blue dots.

2 The specific questions that the participants were asked and the social media content that the participants viewed are included in the
appendices. Part 1 is in Appendix A, and Part 2 is in Appendix B.
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Figure 12: Results for Group 1
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For those who viewed congruent political content, those who initially rated the
Keystone XL Pipeline below 50 gave a mean rating of 26.25 for Rating 1, which did not
change after they viewed the congruent content and stayed at 26.25, and those who
initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline above 50 gave a mean rating of 76.89, which
became 2 points more extreme after they viewed the congruent content to a mean rating
of 78.89. For those who viewed incongruent political content, those who initially rated
the Keystone XL Pipeline below 50 gave a mean rating of 32.5, which became 5 points
less extreme after they viewed the incongruent content to a mean rating of 37.5, and those
who initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline above 50 gave a mean rating of 74.75,
which became 7.5 points less extreme after they viewed the incongruent content to a
mean rating of 67.25. For those who viewed the entertainment content, which was the
control condition, those who initially rated the Keystone XL Pipeline below 50 gave a
mean rating of 37.33, which became 2 points less extreme after they viewed the
entertainment content to a mean rating of 39.33, and those who initially rated the
Keystone XL Pipeline above 50 gave a mean rating of 72.14, which did not change after
they viewed the entertainment content and stayed at 72.14.
Combining those whose initial ratings were below 50 and those whose initial
ratings were above 50, those who viewed congruent content became an average of 1.38
points more extreme, those who viewed incongruent content became an average of 6.67
points less extreme, and those who viewed entertainment content became an average of
0.6 points less extreme. The ANOVA test found that at least one of the three conditions
was significantly different from the others. Based on the post-hoc t-tests, the incongruent
condition’s movement of 6.67 points less extreme was significantly different from the
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congruent condition’s movement of 1.38 points more extreme and was marginally
significantly different from the entertainment condition’s movement of 0.6 points less
extreme. (This was only marginally significantly different because alpha was 0.059,
which is slightly larger than the alpha of 0.05 that was used for the statistical tests). The
congruent condition’s movement of 1.38 points more extreme was not significantly
different from the entertainment condition’s movement of 0.6 points less extreme.
Figure 13 shows Rating 1 and Rating 2 for Group 2.
Figure 13: Results for Group 2
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Obviously, participants in all three conditions gave a mean rating of 50 for Rating 1. For
those who viewed content in favor of the Keystone XL Pipeline, their mean rating stayed
the same at 50. For those who viewed content against the Keystone XL Pipeline, their
rating moved 13.91 points more negative to a mean rating of 36.09. For those who
viewed entertainment content, which was the control, their mean rating stayed the same
at 50.
The ANOVA test found that at least one of the three conditions was significantly
different from the others. Obviously both the ‘in favor’ condition’s 0 point change and
the entertainment condition’s 0 point change were not different from each other. Based
on the post-hoc t-tests, the ‘against’ condition’s movement of 13.91 points more negative
was significantly different from the ‘in favor’ condition’s 0 point change and the
entertainment condition’s 0 point change.
DISCUSSION – HOW DOES SOCIAL MEDIA REALLY AFFECT
POLITICAL POLARIZATION?
Based on H1, the expected results were that those who viewed political content
congruent with their beliefs on social media would have a greater change in the
extremeness of their views than those who viewed non-political content on social media,
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and, based on H2, the expected results were that those who viewed political content
incongruent with their beliefs on social media would have a greater or equal change in
the extremeness of their views than those who viewed non-political content on social
media. In reality, those who viewed political content congruent with their beliefs on
social media did not have a significantly greater change in the extremeness of their views
than those who viewed non-political content on social media, and those who viewed
political content incongruent with their beliefs on social media actually became
marginally significantly less extreme in their views and thus did not have a greater or
equal change in the extremeness of their views than those who viewed non-political
content on social media. Thus, H1 and H2 are both rejected.
Although there were no hypotheses related to Group 2, if social media truly
causes polarization, the expected results would be that those who viewed ‘in favor’
content would become more positive in their views than those who viewed entertainment
content, and those who viewed ‘against’ content would become more negative in their
views than those who viewed entertainment content. Although those who viewed ‘in
favor’ content did not change their views, just like how those who viewed entertainment
content did not change their views, those who viewed ‘against’ content did become
significantly more negative in their views than those who viewed entertainment content.
These results lead to three main questions:
Q1: Why did participants who viewed incongruent content change their views, but
those who viewed congruent content did not?
Q2: Why did participants who viewed ‘against’ content change their views, but
those who viewed ‘in favor’ content did not?
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Q3: If social media does not polarize the general public, then what does
cause polarization?
Pressure to Conform
A possible answer to Q1 is that the pressure to conform caused participants who
viewed incongruent content, but not congruent content, to change their views. This is
because participants who viewed congruent content agreed with the opinions that they
read, and thus they felt like they were part of the group and had no reason or motivation
to change their views. However, participants who viewed incongruent content disagreed
with the opinions that they read, and thus they felt like they were outsiders. Hence, they
changed their views to become less extreme so that they would feel more accepted and
less like outsiders. This notion that the participants were conforming to the opinions of
the group of social media users whose posts and tweets were included in the social media
content is supported by a Pew Research Center study that found that “those who use
Facebook were more willing to share their views if they thought their followers agreed
with them” (Hampton, Rainie, Lu, Dwyer, Shin, & Parcell, 2014). Hence, in my study,
participants who viewed congruent information thought that social media users agreed
with them and thus were more willing to share their true views for Rating 2. However,
participants who viewed incongruent information thought that social media users
disagreed with them and thus censored their true views and shared less extreme views for
Rating 2. Over time, if social media users keep censoring their own views, they might
actually become less extreme in their views and move toward the group opinion.
Furthermore, if those with dissenting views do not share their true views and actually
become less extreme, then this can lead to a spiral of silence, as gradually less social
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media users will have dissenting views, which will put even more pressure on those with
dissenting views to conform to the group opinion.
Pressure to conform can be really powerful, as shown in Asch’s conformity study
in the 1950s. Asch asked a group of participants questions such as which line in Figure
14 is the same as the reference line.
Figure 14: Asch’s Conformity Study

(McLeod, 2008)
Of course, the obvious answer is Line C. However, Asch placed confederates in the room
who purposely gave the wrong answer, for example Line B. Because of this, 75% of the
participants conformed and gave the wrong answer at least once. Through this study,
Asch came to two main conclusions for why individuals conform: “because they want to
fit in with the group (normative influence) and because they believe the group is better
informed than they are (informational influence)” (McLeod, 2008). Of course, the first
conclusion of normative influence supports what has been discussed above. However, the
second conclusion of informational influence can help further explain why the
participants who viewed incongruent content, but not the participants who viewed
congruent content, changed their views. The social media content viewed by the
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participants contained mostly opinions instead of information, and the nature of social
media with short posts and tweets and character-limits do not allow for a lot of
information to be presented. Thus, participants did not gain a lot of information by
reading the social media posts. If participants viewed congruent content, then they may
have believed that the existing information they had about the Keystone XL Pipeline was
correct and thus they did not change their views. However, if participants viewed
incongruent content, then they may have believed that the existing information they had
about the Keystone XL Pipeline was incorrect and thus they changed their views about
the Keystone XL Pipeline to become more in line with the group opinion (and thus less
extreme). Furthermore, as Konnikova states, “if [Asch] can get [participants] to doubt the
length of a line, when the answer is staring at [them] from the page, imagine how much
easier it would be to get [individuals] to doubt something more complex, something
where the shades of grey are much more believable, the ‘correct’ answer far less
straightforward” (Konnikova, 2011). Because political issues, including the Keystone XL
Pipeline are complex and have no clear answer, then it is very likely that individuals who
view incongruent content on social media about political issues will become less extreme
in their views, possibly even to the point of switching sides, because they feel pressured
to conform because of normative and informational influence.
However, pressure to conform cannot answer Q2, and thus we must examine
another concept to see why those who viewed ‘against’ content, but not those who
viewed ‘in favor’ content changed their views.
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Motivated Reasoning
One model of motivated reasoning that can help answer both Q1 and Q2 involves
cognitive dissonance, a term Festinger coined in 1956. As shown in Figure 15, cognitive
dissonance occurs when individuals have two beliefs or thoughts that disagree with each
other, and individuals are motivated to reduce this cognitive dissonance (Tompkins &
Lawley, 2009).
Figure 15: Motivated Reasoning

(Tompkins & Lawley, 2009)
In regards to Q1, participants who viewed congruent content agreed with the opinions
they viewed and thus did not experience cognitive dissonance. Hence, they were not
motivated to reduce cognitive dissonance and did not change their views. However,
participants who viewed incongruent content disagreed with the opinions they viewed
and thus experienced cognitive dissonance as a result of believing one thing about the
Keystone XL Pipeline and viewing opposing opinions about the Keystone XL Pipeline on
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the social media content. Hence, these participants were motivated to reduce their
cognitive dissonance and thus changed their views to become less extreme so that their
views more closely matched the opinions they viewed on the social media content.
Furthermore, in regards to Q2, those who viewed ‘against’ content and those who
viewed ‘in favor’ content all did not have an opinion about the Keystone XL Pipeline.
Participants who viewed ‘against’ content read about negative impacts of the Keystone
XL Pipeline, including negative environmental impacts and climate change. Thus, these
participants probably experienced cognitive dissonance because they may have wondered
how they could not have felt negatively about a pipeline that would cause so much harm,
especially to the environment and the climate. Thus, they were motivated to reduce this
cognitive dissonance and changed their views to become more negative about the
Keystone XL Pipeline. However, participants who viewed ‘in favor’ content read about
positive impacts of the Keystone XL Pipeline, including creating more jobs and allowing
the United States to trade with Canada instead of the Middle East to help meet its energy
needs. Thus, these participants should have also experienced cognitive dissonance
because they may have wondered how they could not have felt positively about a pipeline
that would have so many benefits, and, consequentially, these participants should have
been motivated to reduce this cognitive dissonance and changed their views to become
more positive about the Keystone XL Pipeline. However, this did not happen, and thus
we must consider why those who viewed ‘against’ content experienced more cognitive
dissonance and motivation to reduce their cognitive dissonance than those who viewed
‘in favor’ content.
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Perception of Threat
Both pressure to conform and motivated reasoning can be examined through the
lens of perception of threat. As shown in Figure 16, the perception of threat can lead to
adaptation, which includes changes in views (Whitworth, 2015).
Figure 16: Perception of Threat

(Whitworth, 2015)
Although this model is specific to climate change impacts, which is acceptable since the
Keystone XL Pipeline is related to climate change, the notion of threat leading to
adaption also holds true in general.
Participants who viewed ‘congruent’ content, as stated above, agreed with the
opinions they viewed on the social media content and thus felt accepted and not
threatened. However, participants who viewed ‘incongruent’ content, as stated above,
disagreed with the opinions they viewed on the social media content and thus felt like
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outsiders. Their outsider status threatened them, and this perception of threat was
probably of one the reasons they felt pressured to conform and changed their views to
become less extreme.
Participants who viewed ‘against’ content read about negative impacts of the
Keystone XL Pipeline, which are, by nature, more threatening than the positive impacts
of the Keystone XL Pipeline about which those who viewed ‘in favor’ content read. This
more threatening ‘against’ content thus caused more cognitive dissonance than the ‘in
favor’ content. Consequentially, those who viewed ‘against’ content were more
motivated than those who viewed ‘in favor’ content to reduce cognitive dissonance and
hence changed their views to become more negative while those who viewed ‘in favor’
content did not change their views to become more positive.
Comparison to Arceneaux and Johnson’s Study
Obviously, the results of my study do not match the results of Arceneaux and
Johnson’s study. Thus, now that we have examined the three concepts of pressure to
conform, motivated reasoning, and perception of threat that influenced the behavior of
my participants, there are still some questions that remain. First, why do these concepts
not also apply to television? Furthermore, in Arceneaux and Johnson’s study, it appeared
that the law of group polarization played a role in influencing those who viewed
congruent content to become more extreme in their views, but this was not the case for
my study. Hence, second, why does the law of group polarization not apply to
social media?
The answers to both questions may lie in the fact that on television, there is one
commentator who is able to give more in-depth information and on social media, there
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are many individuals who can only give less in-depth information. As far as the first
question, Asch found in his conformity study that “the tendency to conform increases as
the size of the group increases … for up to 6 or 7 members” because “as the group
becomes [larger than 6 or 7 members], people may begin to suspect the other members
[are] working together purposefully to affect their behavior and, in response, they become
resistant to this obvious pressure” (Hock 2009). Of course, the first part that the tendency
to conform increases as the size of the group increases perfectly explains why individuals
feel more pressure to conform when on social media than when watching television. Yet,
the second part that the tendency to conform then decreases after the group size hits 6 or
7 members seems to suggest that, in reality, the pressure to conform should not be more
when on social media than when watching television. However, I believe that this second
part was a result of Asch’s experiment clearly having a right answer. If the group was too
large, then too many individuals obviously gave the wrong answer, and the participant
was able to guess that the other individuals were working together to purposefully give
the wrong answer. However, with political issues such as the Keystone XL Pipeline, there
is no ‘right answer,’ and thus I believe that as the group becomes larger than 6 or 7
members, even if everyone disagrees with the participant, the participant will not believe
they are all working together to purposefully give the wrong answer because there is no
wrong answer. They could all just be more informed about the issue or find different
aspects of the issue more important than the participant and thus could reasonably all
disagree with the participant. Thus, I believe that in the real world with real issues, as
group size increases, pressure to conform also increases. Furthermore, as group size
increases, more opposing opinions are viewed, and thus cognitive dissonance should
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similarly increase. Likewise, the participant will feel more like an outsider and thus
perception of threat should also increase. Hence, individuals should feel more pressure to
conform, cognitive dissonance, and perception of threat when viewing incongruent
content on social media than when watching television, and that is why individuals’
views become less extreme when viewing incongruent content on social media but not
when watching television. As far as the second question, the law of group polarization
was based on a group of individuals discussing a topic. Arceneaux and Johnson’s study
appears to support that the law of group polarization may also apply to watching
television. This would make sense because, although the conversation may appear to be
one-sided with the commentator talking to the viewer, the commentator is giving in-depth
information just as one would do in a conversation. Furthermore, the viewer most likely
has his or her own views and, when the commentator agrees with them, may feel as
though the commentator is speaking directly to him or her as though they were having a
conversation. However, social media users are more just passively viewing material.
Whereas with television, a commentator speaks about an issue, which somewhat
approximates a discussion, with social media, other users just post about an issue, and
their posts lack the depth that is provided by a face-to-face discussion or a television
commentator. Thus, it makes sense that when viewing congruent content, the law of
group polarization applies to television but not social media.
The Authoritarian Divide
Now that Q1 and Q2 have been answered, Q3 still needs to be answered. Since,
according to my study, social media does not polarize us, I believe that what does
polarize us, or at least makes us seem that we are more polarized, is the authoritarian
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divide. However, before we discuss what the authoritarian divide is, Figure 17 shows a
positive correlation between being willing to physically discipline children and voting for
George W. Bush.
Figure 17: Positive Correlation between Favoring Physical Discipline and Bush Vote

(Hetherington & Weiler 2009)
Now, although these two variables are correlated, it is almost assuredly apparent that one
does not cause the other. Thus, there must be an underlying third variable that drives this
relationship. That third variable is a personality trait or disposition that Hetherington and
Weiler label authoritarianism. Along the authoritarian divide lies those who exhibit high
levels of authoritarianism (and low levels of nonauthoritarianism) and are called
authoritarians at one end and those who exhibit low levels of authoritarianism (and high
levels of nonauthoritarianism) and are called nonauthoritarians at the other end. As one’s
level of authoritarianism increases, one’s willingness both to physically discipline
children and to vote for George W. Bush increases, so that is why these two variables are
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correlated. As one might assume based on the relationship between authoritarianism and
one’s willingness to vote for George W. Bush, the authoritarian divide maps well onto the
political ideology and party spectrum, as shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18: How the Authoritarian Divide maps onto the Political Spectrum

Nonauthoritarians tend to be Democrats and liberals, while Authoritarians tend to be
Republicans and conservatives. Because nonauthoritarians and authoritarians have
different ways of viewing the world, Democrats/liberals and Republicans/conservatives
have different ways of viewing the world. Nonauthoritarians tend to use cognitive tools
when making decisions and think in terms of “shades of gray” when deciding whether
something is right or wrong. Furthermore they are less likely to perceive changes to the
social order as threatening. On the other hand, authoritarians tend to use their emotions
when making decisions and think in terms of “black and white” when deciding whether
something is right or wrong. Additionally, they are more likely to perceive changes to the
social order as threatening. Hence, overall, we have two dramatically different
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personalities and ways of looking at issues, and, as Hetherington and Weiler note, this
leads to one side not even being able to see the other side’s viewpoints and beliefs “as an
acceptable alternative” (Hetherington & Weiler 2014). Thus, even if the general public is
not moving further apart (which, according to the GSS, was true from 2010 to 2012), the
divide between Democrats/liberals and Republicans/conservatives is becoming more
intense, and, consequentially, the general public seems more polarized.
Limitations and Questions for Future Research
Although these conclusions are supported by my study, they should be interpreted
with caution, as there were some limitations to my study. First, my study was limited
because participants rated the Keystone XL Pipeline for the second time right after they
viewed the social media content. Thus, even if their views did change right after they
viewed the social media content, this change in views could be limited to the short-term,
and thus social media may actually have no long-term impact in regards to changing
individuals’ views. This limitation could very well be true, as there is a disconnect
between the results of the participants who viewed the ‘against’ content and what has
occurred in real life. Although the participants who viewed the ‘against’ content,
including bad environmental impacts and climate change, changed their views to become
more negative about the Keystone XL Pipeline, in real life over the long term, even
though scientists like Hansen and politicians like Gore have been warning us about
climate change for years, individuals have not really responded by changing their views
in regards to climate change and how they should live in light of the evidence that the
way we are currently living is harming the Earth and changing our climate. Thus, future
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research could be done not only to replicate my study, but also to determine if my results
are just true in the short-term or if they also hold true for the long-term.
Second, participants in my study viewed social media content that was heavily
concentrated on one issue, the Keystone XL Pipeline. However, in real life, social media
content mainly includes posts and tweets from family and friends, and, if it does include
political issues, it most likely includes multiple issues. Thus, the effects of my study may
be greatly exaggerated, and future research could be done to see if social media content
that is more similar to individuals’ real Facebook and Twitter feeds would produce the
same results.
Third, as stated above, Conover et al and Prior suggest that individuals mostly
view congruent political information on their social media feeds (Conover et al, 2011;
Prior 2013). Hence, my findings about individuals becoming less extreme in their views
when exposed to incongruent political content on social media may be true, but it may
actually only rarely occur in real life since individuals do not really see a lot of
incongruent political content on social media, and, if they do, it is almost definitely not as
concentrated as the incongruent content to which the participants in my study were
exposed. Thus, future research could see if viewing less concentrated incongruent content
on social media may also have the effect of making individuals change their views to
become less extreme.
In addition to these three suggestions for future research based on the limitations
of my study, there are also two other suggestions for future research based on my study.
First, some of my participants not only became less extreme in their views when they
viewed incongruent content but even switched sides (went from feeling negatively about
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the Keystone XL Pipeline to feeling positively about it or from feeling positively about it
to feeling negatively about it). Future research could help determine what causes
individuals to switch sides on an issue, and, more specifically, what causes an individual
to switch sides on an issue when viewing content on social media.
Second, because my study and Arceneaux and Johnson’s study, although they had
similar research designs, had different results, future research could include a study that
combines my study and Arceneaux and Johnson’s study so that, using the same political
issue, one group of individuals views congruent, incongruent, and entertainment content
on television and the other group views congruent, incongruent, and entertainment
content on social media. Doing this study in which both groups are tested at the same
time and on the same issue would help to clarify if, as the different results of our studies
suggest, television and social media have different effects in regards to polarization.
What Did We Learn?
Overall, my study suggests that social media does not cause political polarization
and thus is not the mechanism from which the general public can move from not being
polarized, as Fiorina believes, to being polarized, as Abramowitz believes. This leads to
both theoretically and practically important conclusions. Theoretically, the law of group
polarization does not apply to social media. However, three main concepts do apply to
social media: (1) pressure to conform, (2) motivated reasoning, and (3) perception of
threat. Practically, campaigns most likely will not be able to make individuals become
more extreme in their views, but, if they are able to show really concentrated content,
may be able to make individuals become less extreme in their views. Obviously, these
conclusions are the exact opposite of the conclusions I expected to make when I laid out
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my theory. However, even if it is in the opposite way of what I originally thought, I
believe that this study does demonstrate that social media is changing politics through
likes and tweets.
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APPENDIX A: PART 1 OF EXPERIMENT
Feeling Thermometer and Questions
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Participant #________
Part 1
Please rate how you feel about the Keystone XL Pipeline on a scale that runs from 0 to
100. Ratings between 0 and 50 mean that you feel negatively toward the Keystone XL
Pipeline. Ratings between 50 and 100 mean that you feel positively toward the Keystone
XL Pipeline. A rating of 50 means that you feel neutral (neither negatively nor positively)
about the Keystone XL Pipeline.
You may use the rating scale at the bottom of the page to help you visualize your rating
of the Keystone XL Pipeline. However, you do not need to mark your rating on this scale.

Please write the number that corresponds to your rating of how you feel about the
Keystone XL Pipeline: ____________.
Please make your rating an integer (whole number).
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40

50

60

70

80

90

100
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Participant #________
Part 1 (Continued)
Now, please answer the following question.
1. How well informed do you consider yourself about the Keystone XL Pipeline?
_____ Very Well _____ Well _____ Somewhat Well _____ Only a Little _____ Not at All

Between now and the time you complete Part 2 of this study, please do not actively
seek out information about the Keystone XL Pipeline.
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APPENDIX B: PART 2 OF EXPERIMENT
Social Media Content in Favor of the Keystone XL Pipeline
(“Keystone XL Pipeline (@ForKXLPipe),” 2015)
(“Build The Keystone Pipeline,” 2011)
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Social Media Content Against the Keystone XL Pipeline
(“Keystone XL Pipeline (@AgainstKXLPipe),” 2015)
(“Stop the Keystone XL Pipeline, No More Dirty Tar Sands Oil,” 2010)
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Entertainment (Non-political) Social Media Content
(“ESPN College BBall (@ESPNCBB),” 2009)
(“ESPN College Basketball,” 2009)
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Feeling Thermometer and Questions
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Participant #________
Part 2
Please rate how you feel about the Keystone XL Pipeline on a scale that runs from 0 to
100. Ratings between 0 and 50 mean that you feel negatively toward the Keystone XL
Pipeline. Ratings between 50 and 100 mean that you feel positively toward the Keystone
XL Pipeline. A rating of 50 means that you feel neutral (neither negatively nor positively)
about the Keystone XL Pipeline.
You may use the rating scale at the bottom of the page to help you visualize your rating
of the Keystone XL Pipeline. However, you do not need to mark your rating on this scale.

Please write the number that corresponds to your rating of how you feel about the
Keystone XL Pipeline: ____________.
Please make your rating an integer (whole number).
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Participant #________
Part 2 (Continued)
Now, please answer the following questions.
1. In general, where do you place yourself on a conservative to liberal scale?
_____ Extremely Conservative _____ Conservative _____ Slightly Conservative
____ Moderate _____ Slightly Liberal _____ Liberal _____ Extremely Liberal
2. In general, how do you identify yourself politically?
_____ Strong Democrat _____ Democrat _____ Independent-leaning Democrat
_____ Independent _____ Independent-leaning Republican _____ Republican
_____ Strong Republican
3. How well informed do you consider yourself about politics?
_____ Very Well _____ Well _____ Somewhat Well _____ Only a Little _____ Not at All
4. Now that you have read the social media posts, how well informed do you
consider yourself about the Keystone XL Pipeline?
_____ Very Well _____ Well _____ Somewhat Well _____ Only a Little _____ Not at All
5. Are you male or female?
_____ Male _____ Female
6. What is your race?
_____ White _____ Hispanic/Latino _____ African American/Black
_____ Asian American or Pacific Islander _____ Native American _____ Other
7. Has anyone in your immediate family (parents or siblings) worked in the oil
industry?
_____ Yes _____ No
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